MATH 5003 MADE EASY TESTIMONIALS
I took Math 5003 today and got a perfect score! Wow! Used your entire book. I
think you fully covered everything!!! I did all lessons, practice problems and
tests. This was the only math resource I used.
Kim Felton-Canfield

Hello, just wanted to say thank you so so much for the study guides. Last
time I took the Math 5003 I got a 145 and I just passed with a 181. Also I
used the others for the praxis math core and I took it 5 times and passed
the 6th time after finally getting your study guides. They were seriously a
life saver. Thanks so much! Autumn

I was introduced to Dr. Gardner's books, after multiple failed attempts to
pass PRAXIS core. Her "PRAXIS Core Made Easy" helped me pass my test
with an 170. Therefore, I didn't hesitate to buy the "Math 5003 Made Easy".
This book helped me pass my PRAXIS II, the first time, with an 180! Both
books live up to their names and makes each content area easy. In addition,
each area comes with a practice test. Furthermore, she gives you five practice
test, which includes all of the material. As you can see, I could go on and on
about these books. These books are well worth the investment if you
want to pass your test the first time!
Alisha F.

I took subtest Math 5003 today and scored a 200!! Thank you so much for this
book. You've made math so much easier to understand now that I went
through your book. I woke up and said today VICTORY would be mine and
lo and behold!!! I can consider myself good at math now because of your
book.. And I can finally say, " I LOVE MATH". I couldn't do it without
having your study guide. Studied once I purchased it and I did well thanks to
you!! You deserve an award....
Ania Branch

I just wanted to send you a quick message, and a thank you for your study guide
you created for the Praxis - Math 5003. This was the only section of the Praxis I
really struggled with finding a study guide that really covered the materials I
needed to know. I live in Colorado and needed a 157 to pass, the test I took prior to
purchasing your study guide, I made a 155, I took the Praxis yesterday and made a
181! I honestly cannot thank you enough for making such a wonderful, easy to
follow study guide! I will be telling all of my friends to purchase your study guide in
the future! I was offered a job to teach Kindergarten in the fall, but needed to pass
the math portion before they could issue my contract. I wish I could give you a big
hug, because honestly thanks to you and your study guide, I will now have my
dream job teaching Kindergartners in the fall. Have a wonderful summer, and
happy 4th of July to you and your family! Thanks again!
- Mallory Banks

I wanted to say thank you for your book!! I took Praxis 5003 this past Saturday
and I PASSED!!! I have been telling everyone about your books that have been
struggling with the math parts. Everyone that I have told and they have gotten
the book has passed!! Your book is the only book needed when studying for the
math praxis!! I will continue to tell everyone about your books!!
Thank you,
Angela Jenkins

After purchasing your electronic book for praxis 5003 Math in July and going
through all the material I took the praxis this morning and score on the screen
said 165. Thank you Thank you. I am telling all that I know who needs help
about your book.
Donyell

I am forever grateful to you for writing your amazing math book. I finally
passed the praxis II math test on my 4th attempt. I increased my score from
125 to 168!! This is due to buying your book!! (And a lot of prayers to the
lord above.) Thank you, thank you, thank you.
With sincere thanks and gratitude,
Deborah Bauer

I am writing this testimonial because I have just purchased your book
Math 5003 Made Easy. A few days ago, I took the Math portion of the
Content Exams (5003) and made a 155. I need a 157 to pass. I know it
was only two points, but I was still discouraged none the less. I
began searching the internet the very next day with the hope that I
would find a study guide written by you because I had faced a similar
situation when taking the Praxis I Math exam. I had taken the Praxis I
exam several times and was still not able to pass. I found you on
Google and your study guide was THE best study guide I had ever
used (and I had used several). After going through each tutorial, my
final score increased by 30 points which put me well above passing! I
knew if I could find you again, I would pass my next test with flying
colors as well.
Math 5003 Made Easy is everything that I knew it would be and
more! This book has given me back the confidence that I had
before. You have taught me how to think about the problems and
solve them quickly and efficiently. I knew when I received the score
for my first attempt of the Math 5003 exam that speed was my main
concern but no other study guide addresses this issue. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank you for skillfully explaining how to
solve each type of problem on the test and for covering all of the
areas of Math that students are tested in. I now know that I have the
exact tool that I need to not only pass the Math 5003 exam, but to
perform even better than I ever have before in Math! I will be retesting
in a couple of weeks and I cannot wait to share my results with you!
Lynn Haynes
Elementary Education Student
South Carolina

Hi Dr. Gardner,
I just wanted to say that I used your Math 5003 book to study and I
passed it!! I also used your Core Math Made Easy and passed that
test as well. I am finally on my way to becoming a certified
teacher. Thank you for all that you do. You really did make the test
easy to understand and pass.
Barbara

I just wanted to let you know that I took the Math 5003 this morning and I
needed a 157. The previous time I took the exam, I scored a 155. After using
your study materials, I earned a 192 on this next test!!!!!
Thank you!!! Thank you!!!! Thank you!!!
Lynn Haynes
Elementary Education

I just had to let you know that my daughter passed Praxis 5003 (MATH) using
your study book. She had previously invested in other study books, which did not
come close to yours for preparation for the test.
Thank God and again thank you.
Rosemary

I used your book to help me prepare for the math part of praxis ii- this
was the only part that I had left to pass; math is NOT easy for me - I
took the exam this morning and I passed!! I am now a senior and will
be able to start my residency in the fall!
Thank you so much for this helpful study book!
-G. Collins
I wanted to send you an email because I bought your Praxis 5003
made easy book about four weeks ago when I did not pass my Praxis
5003 math portion. It was the last portion and I wanted to pass so
badly. As a child I had a history of being so bad at math that I was put
in Title class. My first score was a 155 on the Praxis math and I felt
terrible. After reading the reviews for your books, I bought the 5003
math made easy and studied every section. I finally took the test
again 21 days after the first try and ended up getting a 175!! I am so
happy, relieved and thankful to you! You are truly a blessing and you
had a way of teaching me math which I have never been able to catch
onto before. I wanted to say thank you from the bottom of my heart. I
hope that one day I can be half the teacher yu are! Much respect and
thanks!
Deserea Morse

I wanted to share that I PASSED the 5003 test. The passing score in NJ is
157, and I got a 186! Your books make it so easy to understand the
math problems.
Thanks again!!
Sue

I took the 5003 test Monday and just received my score: 198! Thank you for
making a wonderful study guide that no doubt helped me pass with ease.
Kathryn Green

I purchased your Math 5003 Made Easy this past summer and recently passed
the test! Thanks you so much! The information that you provided was
EXTREMELY helpful. That was amazing to me! Thank you so much for such a
helpful Math 5003 Made Easy Study Guide!
Katheleen Arceneaux

i took my math 5003 exam today and guess what - i passed it with the highest
marks 183 it is all because of your book you are meant to be an angel for me i
took it 4th time today and it felt it if i could find your book before it could
pass it in my first attempt. I can't Thank you enough for what your book has
done to me the exam was 100 percent similar to your book and practice
questions. Please accept a Big and Humble Thanks from my side. May God make
things as easy for you as you make for other people there is no race or religion
superior in his eye more than the Humanity. And you one of the example of
that. I cannot express what i am felling right now i hope i would justify with my
words. Once again a Big Thank You. May God be with you in all Thick or Thin.
Thanks a lot.
zainab mir

I am writing to you to say thank you so much for making this book. I took
the praxis math 5003 three times and failed them each time by a few
points. I thought I was never going to pass. I had purchased the study
materials from the ets website which I didn’t find very helpful. I found your
book and purchased it immediately. I studied everything that was in your
book, and after my 4th attempt I passed with a score of 197! I couldn’t
believe it. I feel that I am so much better at math now after going through
your book. Thanks to you I am now able to start my student teaching in the
spring semester. I am going to recommend this book to everyone I know!
Best,
Kristi Besanceney

I PASSED the Praxis 5003!!!! Your materials were spot on and helped me
tremendously. Thank you so much!!!
Nelida Agosto

I can’t thank you enough for this product! At first while working
through the lessons, I was a little skeptical I was making progress. By the
time I made it to the sample test, I was flying through it like a champ! I
couldn’t believe it! I am not one to enjoy math and here I was
UNDERSTANDING how to do surface area and word problems that
would normally make my brain feel like exploding. The first time I took
Praxis 5001, I passed everything but math. I needed a 157 and I made a
151 and this had to be passed for me to student teach. I studied
relentlessly for a week and yesterday I passed 5003 with a 185! Thank
you so much, I am so grateful for this resource!
Sincerely,
Raven Little

FACEBOOK GROUPS (MME = MATH MADE EASY)

Thank you so much for making the 5003 so easy to pass. I just passed my Praxis
Math with 163. Thank you again.
Joana

I bought your Math Made Easy book and it helped me sooooo much! I
passed my praxis test with a 180 the first try! Thank you so much for
creating this book!
Hailey Rush
Radford University

I had purchased the MME book a couple of months ago. I just wanted to thank
you for creating these books/ studying guides!!! They were extremely helpful!!! I
passed the math praxis! Thank you for taking the time to help students like me
who have always struggled with math. From the bottom of my heart thank you for
what you do!!
Kind regards,
Marie Molinaro

I just want to say thank you so much! I have been unable to pass
praxis math for years now and I finally found your amazing book. God
bless you. THANK YOU. This will change my life. THANK YOU!
Evony Hernandez

Thank you! I failed the math praxis exam the first time (made a 150 and needed a
157). After using the book, I made a 200 so thank you for making such a great
resource!
Megan Thibodaux

I wanted to email you to thank you for creating MME. I made a 199 on my 5003
Praxis exam. If it was not for MME, no way I would have done that well.
Thank you so much!!
Brittany Ehlenberg

I just wanted to let you know your book was extremely helpful. I passed the praxis
5003 with a 181! Thank you so much for having this resource available! I highly
recommend it.
All the best,
Veronica Matullo

I just wanted to let you know I passed the praxis using your book! I went from a
149 to 180!! Thank you for this awesome resource!!
Monica Ludwig

I just wanted to say thank you for creating such a wonderful book! It made
studying for my Praxis 5003 test so easy. I passed my test and am so happy I
found your book! Thank you for helping me succeed.
Thank you,
Amanda

I took the test this morning and I passed with a 177! This was my third time
taking it. I found that your practice tests were harder than the actual test.
Thank you so much for helping me pass!! :)
Kayla Cummings

Writing to let you know I got a 199 on my test!!! I am so bad at math and your
math made easy book helped me tremendously!!!! Thank you!
Breanna Chambers

